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Who will win my vote?

Highsmith, Carol M, photographer. Mount Rushmore, South Dakota. [Between 1980 and 2006] Photograph. Retrieved from
the Library of Congress, www.loc.gov/item/2011632454/

Supporting Questions

What leadership qualities made a president great in the eyes of history?1.

What key political issues challenged great presidents in the past?2.

What leadership qualities and issue positions define the presidential candidates in
the 2020 election?

3.
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6-8 Grade Inquiry with Library of Congress Resources Hub Presidential Personalities
and Campaign Issues Past, Present, and Future Inquiry by Ann B. Canning

Who will win my vote?

Inquiry Standard

C3 Framework:

D2.His.16.9-12. Integrate evidence from multiple relevant historical sources and interpretations
into a reasoned argument about the past.

D2.Civ.5.9-12. Evaluate citizens’ and institutions’ effectiveness in addressing social and political
problems at the local, state, tribal, national, and/or international level.    

Staging the
Compelling
Question

Identify the constitutional powers of the U.S. President which are his job description and list the
national, local and global issues that a 2020 candidate must deal with.

Supporting Question 1 Supporting Question 2 Supporting Question 3

What leadership qualities made a
president great in the eyes of
history?

What key political issues challenged
great presidents in the past?

What leadership qualities and issue
positions define the presidential
candidates in the 2020 election?

Formative Performance Task Formative Performance Task Formative Performance Task

Analyze the featured primary
sources using the Library of
Congress Analysis Tool adapted for
reading portraits and photographs.

Identify the key issues faced by
Presidents Washington, Jefferson,
Lincoln, and T. Roosevelt that are
evident in the primary source
portraits and photographs
provided.
  

Compare the leadership qualities
and issue positions that define the
presidential candidates in the 2020
election.

Featured Sources Featured Sources Featured Sources

Source A: George Washington
Portrait Source B: Thomas Jefferson
Portrait Source C: Abraham Lincoln
Portrait Source D: Theodore
Roosevelt Portrait

Source A: Commander in Chief of
the Military Source B: Chief Law
Enforcer and Protector of all the
people Source C: Chief Negotiator
of Treaties and Foreign Policy

Source A: Project Vote Smart
Source B: Vote411

Summative
Performance Task

ARGUMENT
Who will win my vote? Write an argument to answer this question consisting of a series of
claims with supporting evidence that draws from all three formative tasks.

EXTENSION
Participate in a classroom town meeting discussion about which of the current candidates
should be elected and why.

Taking Informed
Action

UNDERSTAND
Form political committees made up of students who have chosen to vote for the same
candidate.  If more than 4 have chosen the same candidate, divide that team into sub-teams of 3
or 4). Develop 

ASSESS
Determine what local or regional task forces exist for the candidate of your choice.

ACTION
Join a task force and plan a way to help get out the vote for your candidate.  (If no task force
exists in your local area for the candidate of your choice, develop a strategy for creating one.)
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=17RLks5chkQf5vQMck_B3zep1wfsdPVAq


Overview

Inquiry Description

American voters select a president based on personality, leadership abilities, a position on key issues, and
political experience.  This inquiry will ask students to take a close look at the four presidents that appear on
Mount Rushmore and determine what made them great.  Representing different political parties, a study of
these four presidents will provide a non-partisan foundation for understanding the role of the U.S. Presidency
and the political issues a president will face in 2020.

Structure

This inquiry begins by setting the stage for the compelling question in the present.  Students will first look at
an infographic  from iCivics that identifies the constitutional powers of the U.S. President. Then they will
examine a list of contemporary political issues from the iCivics online game, Win the White House.

Formative performance tasks 1 and 2 feature visual primary sources from the Library of Congress.  These
portraits and photographs provide evidence that all students including  younger students, LD students,  and
ESL students will be able to interpret. The final formative performance task  will ask students to apply what
they have learned in tasks 1 and 2 to the 2020 election using websites recommended by  iCivics to research
today's candidates  positions and records.

The summative performance task will immerse students in local political activities as they choose a candidate
and a way to help get out the vote on election day.
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https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/


Staging the Compelling Question
Compelling
Question

Who will win my vote?

Staging the compelling question

 Before students can pick a candidate they would vote for in a presidential election, they must understand
what the job of the U.S. President entails and what national and global issues are facing our country today. 
This is no easy task but the visuals from iCivics linked below will start the class discussion.

Our TPS partner, iCivics has created a curriculum unit on the Executive Branch. Use the infographic Six Roles
of the President from that unit will introduce students to the constitutional powers of the U.S.
President.   iCivics  has also created a Win the White House Issues Guide  to introduce contemporary issues
faced by U.S. Presidents.  Use this guide to discuss the issues and add additional ones.
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https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/viewpdf?path=/sites/default/files/Six Roles of the Presidency Infographic.pdf
https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/
https://www.icivics.org/viewpdf?path=/sites/default/files/2019 WTWH Issue Guide EN_SP.pdf


Supporting Question 1
Supporting
Question

What leadership qualities made a president great in the eyes of history?

Formative
Performance Task

Analyze the featured primary sources using the Library of Congress Analysis Tool adapted for
reading portraits and photographs.

Featured Sources

Source A: George Washington Portrait
Source B: Thomas Jefferson Portrait
Source C: Abraham Lincoln Portrait
Source D: Theodore Roosevelt Portrait

Additional
Materials

SeeThinkWonder.pdf (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
generator/u/3/1/0/8/151/31082065863f830419b96606e1689d452041882b.pdf)

reading-portraiture-guide-for-educators-4-pages (9).pdf (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
generator/u/a/f/c/7/151/afc7271f06849ae2285a81af5dbcaef8ed2e2979.pdf)

Analyzing_Primary_Sources.pdf (https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-
generator/u/9/8/d/f/151/98df15537416ed625768f0dee0f4c0ca067dbd13.pdf)

The four presidents on Mount Rushmore will provide models from multiple political perspectives for
students to examine as they formulate their concept of presidential leadership in 2020.

Formative Performance Task

The analysis tool used in this task includes questions taken from both the Library of Congress TPS analysis
tool for photographs and the Smithsonian Guide for reading portraitures.  This tool will engage students of all
ages in a deep dive into the symbolism and artist interpretation of our nation's great leaders.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=17RLks5chkQf5vQMck_B3zep1wfsdPVAq
https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-generator/u/3/1/0/8/151/31082065863f830419b96606e1689d452041882b.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-generator/u/a/f/c/7/151/afc7271f06849ae2285a81af5dbcaef8ed2e2979.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/idm-generator/u/9/8/d/f/151/98df15537416ed625768f0dee0f4c0ca067dbd13.pdf


Supporting Question 1
Featured Source A George Washington Portrait

Sadd, H. S., Stuart, G. & Neale, J. (1844) George Washington / painted by G. Stuart ; engraved by H.S. Sadd, N.Y. , 1844. [New
York City: Published at the Albion Office, printed by J. Neale] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/96522247/ 
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https://www.loc.gov/item/96522247/�


Supporting Question 1
Featured Source B Thomas Jefferson Portrait

Tiebout, C. & Peale, R. (1801) Thomas Jefferson, President of the United States. , 1801. [Philada. Philadelphia: Published by A.
Day, No. 38 Chesnut Street, Philada., ?] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/96522974/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/96522974/.


Supporting Question 1
Featured Source C Abraham Lincoln Portrait

Chappel, A. (1862) Chappel portrait of Lincoln. New York United States, 1862. Johnson Fry & Co., New York. [Photograph]
Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/scsm000751/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/scsm000751/.


Supporting Question 1
Featured Source D Theodore Roosevelt Portrait

Rockwood Photo Co, photographer. (ca. 1903) Theodore Roosevelt, full-length portrait, standing beside large globe, facing
front. , ca. 1903. Feb. 24. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/96521983/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/96521983/.


Supporting Question 2
Supporting
Question

What key political issues challenged great presidents in the past?

Formative
Performance Task

Identify the key issues faced by Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and T. Roosevelt that
are evident in the primary source portraits and photographs provided.

  

Featured Sources
Source A: Commander in Chief of the Military
Source B: Chief Law Enforcer and Protector of all the people
Source C: Chief Negotiator of Treaties and Foreign Policy

Key political issues during a presidency are often defined according to the constitutional powers of the
presidency. This question is asking students to examine issues related to the President as Commander in
Chief, Chief Law enforcer, and Chief Treaty Negotiator.

Formative Performance Task

This performance task was inspired by the Northern Virginia TPS SORT IT Strategy.  Students are given
primary sources for all four presidents that represent important issues and constitutional powers.  The
students are asked to observe the sources and identify the issues or powers represented.

The first set of images are related to the constitutional power of "Chief Law Enforcer" to protect the rights of
all the people.  The second set of images are related to the constitutional power of Commander in Chief” of the
military during both war and peace. The third set of images are related to the constitutional power of "Chief
Negotiator" and maker of treaties with foreign powers.

One way to organize this task is to divide your class into 3 groups and give each group one set of the primary
sources.  Ask them to determine what these sources have in common and which of the Constitutional Powers
and which political issues are represented. Refer the students back to the Infographic and the Guide to Issues
by iCivics from the Staging the Compelling Question activity.  Recognize that students may come up with
different answers.  Accept any answer that can be supported by visual evidence.  A spokesperson from each
group can share out with the total class.
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https://www.tpsnva.org/students/sort_it_out_list.php
https://www.icivics.org/


Supporting Question 2
Featured Source A Commander in Chief of the Military

Washington Reviewing the Western Army at Fort Cumberland, Maryland, 1794. Painted after 1795 Attributed to Frederick
Kemmelmeyer  Gift of Edgar William and Bernice Chrysler Garbisch, 1963. Retrieved from the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/11..

Currier & Ives. (ca. 1846) Bombardment of Tripoli. Libya Tripoli United States, ca. 1846. [New York: N. Currier] [Photograph]
Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/90711989/.
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https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/11302
https://www.loc.gov/item/90711989/.


(1864) Group of Union soldiers with Abraham Lincoln holding U.S. flag in foreground; four verses of Rally Round the Flag below
image. , 1864. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2002724031/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2002724031/.


Mcloughlin Bros, I. (ca. 1898) Rough Rider Roosevelt. , ca. 1898. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/93504456/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/93504456/.


Supporting Question 2
Featured Source B Chief Law Enforcer and Protector of all the people

Currier & Ives. (1857) Washington's entry into New York, on the evacuation of the city by the British, Nov. 25th. United States,
1857. [New York: Lith. & pub. by Currier & Ives, 152 Nassau St. N.Y] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/2002698178/.

Horydczak, T., photographer. U.S. Capitol paintings. Declaration of Independence, painting by John Trumbull in U.S. Capitol IV.
Washington D.C, None. ca. 1920-ca. 1950. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/2019684816/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2002698178/.
https://www.loc.gov/item/2019684816/.


(ca. 1893) A. Lincoln showing Sojourner Truth the Bible presented by colored people of Baltimore, Executive Mansion,
Washington, D.C. , ca. 1893. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/96522312/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/96522312/.


Underwood & Underwood, C. C. (ca. 1906) Theodore Roosevelt and John Muir on Glacier Point, Yosemite Valley, California, in.
California Yosemite Valley, ca. 1906. [Photo Taken 1903] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/93503130/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/93503130/.


Supporting Question 2
Featured Source C Chief Negotiator of Treaties and Foreign Policy

Pyle, H. (1897) Citizen Genet formally presented to Washington / Pyle. , 1897. [Published] [Photograph] Retrieved from the
Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/90713819/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/90713819/.


Lewis, S. & Arrowsmith, A. (1805) Louisiana. [S.l] [Map] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2001620468/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2001620468/.


Stauch, E. (1861) Uncle Sam protecting his property against the encroachments of his cousin John. Confederate States of
America France Great Britain United States, 1861. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/2008661636/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2008661636/.


Bartholomew, C. L. Dee-lighted president Roosevelt has illustrated his message to congress / / Bart. Panama Panama Canal,
None. [Between 1910 and 1918] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010645518/.
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https://www.loc.gov/item/2010645518/.


Supporting Question 3
Supporting
Question

What leadership qualities and issue positions define the presidential candidates in the 2020
election?

Formative
Performance Task

Compare the leadership qualities and issue positions that define the presidential candidates in
the 2020 election.

Featured Sources Source A: Project Vote Smart
Source B: Vote411

This question will give students the opportunity to look at the 2020 candidate in the shadow of Mount
Rushmore. They will have discovered how four great presidents lead the country in times of both peace and
war and can apply these standards to the candidates running for the office of the presidency today.

Formative Performance Task

Students need information that is factual and unbiased.  The sources provided for this supporting question
have been recommended by  iCivics a TPS Consortium Member.
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https://www.icivics.org/


Supporting Question 3
Featured Source A Project Vote Smart

Excerpt

One-stop shop for non-partisan information on candidates in local, state, and federal races. 

Source:Source:
The Voter's Self Defense System. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://justfacts.votesmart.org/.
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https://justfacts.votesmart.org/.


Supporting Question 3
Featured Source B Vote411

Excerpt

Search by location for candidates and compare. Provided by the League of Women Voters. 

Source:Source:
VOTE411. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.vote411.org/.
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https://www.vote411.org/.


Summative Performance Task
Compelling
Question Who will win my vote?

Argument
Who will win my vote? Write an argument to answer this question consisting of a series of
claims with supporting evidence that draws from all three formative tasks.

Extension
Participate in a classroom town meeting discussion about which of the current candidates
should be elected and why.

Argument

The formative  performance tasks in this inquiry are best done in small groups with large group sharing.  This
summative performance task is a written individual reflection task that will and shows how we can affect the
present by learning from the past.

Extension

This extension task will provide an opportunity for students to see citizenship in action.  When possible,
invite local political leaders to speak about the national campaign.
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Taking Informed Action

Understand
Form political committees made up of students who have chosen to vote for the same
candidate.  If more than 4 have chosen the same candidate, divide that team into sub-teams of 3
or 4). Develop 

Assess Determine what local or regional task forces exist for the candidate of your choice.

Action
Join a task force and plan a way to help get out the vote for your candidate.  (If no task force
exists in your local area for the candidate of your choice, develop a strategy for creating one.)

This final step will take students beyond the classroom, out of the textbook and into the real world political
arena for the 2020 presidential campaign.  

     $
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